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Bringing Internet of Things 
(IoT) to the farm

As the quality and availability of agricultural technology (ag-tech) continues 
to improve, so does the uptake by Western Australian growers.
With WA growers utilising and relying more 
readily on various ag-tech, such as – Global 
Positioning Systems (GPS), sensors, smart 
devices, computerised machinery and Internet 
of Things (IoT) technologies and platforms – the 
Department of Primary Industries and Regional 
Development’s (DPIRD) eConnected Grainbelt 
Project is committed to ensuring local growers 
are informed.
eConnected is making sure growers are aware 
of what is available in the marketplace and 
providing details about relevant ag-tech devices, 
particularly with regard to how certain ag-tech 
equipment can assist them in making data-
driven decisions.
Due to improved knowledge, growers are 
making better informed decisions, which 
improve their overall profitability and efficiency – 
whether it’s through reduced operational costs, 

checking the weather to know when best to 
spray, sensors for security or implementing soil 
moisture probes in paddocks.

DPIRD’s Christiaan Valentine and Stacey Hansch 
with newly developed ag-tech Smart Traps, which 
form part of a research project to develop remote 
surveillance technology to improve crop pest and 
disease management.
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DPIRD-developed tools such as the upgraded 
weather application – weather.agric.wa.gov.au, 
Rainfall to Date, Potential Yield, Extreme 
Weather Events and PestFax Map tools 
continue to feature in the mix, saving growers 
time and aiding on-farm decision-making.  
Please visit agric.wa.gov.au/tools to learn more.
The eConnected project remains focused on 
providing WA’s growers with relevant details on 
the best options in terms of their specific on-
farm connectivity requirements.

eConnected is also aware of the financial 
costs involved with implementing these newer 
technologies and in response has devised 
its latest grants scheme – the WA Internet 
of Things (IoT) DecisionAg Grant Program 
– targeted at grower groups and agricultural 
schools and colleges.

The weather station at DPIRD’s Merredin  
Research facility.

Farming equipment is continuing to become more 
technologically advanced and is benefiting growers 
with improvements in productivity, efficiency and 
time management.

This new State Government co-funded grant 
program has allocated $500,000 for successful 
recipients to set up on-farm connectivity devices, 
sensors and data platforms for their properties. 
These grants will be put towards capital costs – 
infrastructure, on-farm equipment, sensors and 
telemetry systems, software, radio networks, 
ubiquitous WiFi and long-range, low-power wide 
area networks. 
The funding will also be used to trial digital 
agricultural technologies, including hardware – 
sensors, drones, CCTV cameras and software 
to collect, store and analyse data.
The opportunities to run IoT devices are ever 
increasing and eConnected will continue to 
work with local growers, grower groups and 
agricultural schools and colleges to enable them 
to benefit from these enhancements. 

Further, eConnected can help you sort ‘the 
wheat from the chaff’ and explain why others 
are increasingly heading in this direction.
For more information please email 
eConnectedGrainbelt@dpird.wa.gov.au or 
call Kari-Lee Falconer on (08) 9651 0537.

eConnected recognises the increasing role agricultural 
technology (ag-tech) is playing in the industry, 
throughout WA.
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